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Merging Mailing Labels  
in Microsoft Office 2003 
Despite the popularity and convenience of email, most business professionals still mail direct marketing 
letters, post cards and brochures. In my experience, I have found that many people “dread the thought” 
of preparing the labels and envelopes that are a necessary component for a direct mailing campaign. 

I like to compare the process of merging labels for a mailing piece to the process of preparing a meal. 
Before you can start to cook the meal, you must assemble the proper ingredients. 
Likewise, before you can start to merge the labels, you must assemble the list of 
names and addresses that you are going to mail to. When cooking, you want to 
have the finest and freshest ingredients on hand. For your mailing list, you want 
to ensure that you have the current names, titles and addresses before you start your mail merge. 
Successful cooks learn their craft by following the steps in their menu. For a successful mail merge, 
Microsoft Word 2003 provides us with the equivalent of a menu – the “Step-by-step mail merge 
wizard!” 

During this lesson, I will be switching between Word 2007 and Excel 2007. Since our ingredients – the 
names and addresses – are in an Excel Workbook, let’s start there. 

Best Practices for Managing a Mailing List:  

1) Begin with a data set that has: 
• Clearly defined Field Headers – e.g. Apply Bold formatting to the labels in the top row of 

your data set. 
i. I recommend that do not include “spaces” in your Field Headers. For example, 

use FirstName and Address1 rather than “First Name” or “Address 1.” 
• The same category of data in each Column (field)of the data set. For example, include 

only “First Names” in a field labeled “FirstName.” 
• No blank rows and no blank columns in the data set. The limits of 

your data set are defined by the first blank row and the first blank 
column. 

2) Format your ZipCode (Postal Code) Field as Text to ensure that Excel does 
not eliminate the “leading zeros” for Zip codes such as 08765. 
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3) Create Distinct Fields for each element in your mailing list: 
• For example, FirstName, LastName, City, State, etc. 

Start Mail Merge in Word 2003 
Start with a new, blank document in Word 2003. Go to the Tools Menu and 
select “Letters and Mailings – Mail Merge” from the drop-down menu. 

• This opens the Step-by-step Mail Merge Wizard. 

Note: For this part of the lesson, I am going to ignore the “Envelopes and Labels” commands. These 
commands are used to create single label, individual envelopes for printing. I will 
cover this later in the lesson. 

The Step by step Mail Merge Wizard, opens up as a “docked” Task Pane on the right 
side of your screen. “float” on your screen. Take a few seconds to examine the 
wizard. 

• Notice that there are three sections to this task pane. 
• Notice the hyperlinks that will take you to the next action to perform. 

Six Steps in the Mail Merge Wizard: 
1. Select the document type. In this case, select Labels. 
2. Choose the options for your labels: 

a. Manufacturer – for example, Avery 
b. Product number for the labels – e.g. 5160 

c. Printer information 
3. Select Recipients 

a. You will spend most 
of your time working 
in this step! 

b. For this lesson, we are using an “Existing List” – The Excel worksheet that we examined earlier in 
this lesson. 

c. Open the “Mail Merge 
Recipients” dialog box. 
• If you do not wish to include 

a recipient in your merger, 
simply deselect the check 
box to the left of the 
name(s). 
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1. Refine the recipient list: 
o Sort 
o Filter 
o Find recipient 
o Validate addresses (Subscription Service Required for this). 

Filtering with And / Or Criteria. When you use “And” in a filter, ALL Conditions must be met. E.g  State 
equals PA AND the City is Radnor. When you use “Or” in a filter, you will see more records returned to 
match “either” of the conditions. E.g. State equals PA OR the City is Radnor will return ALL records where 
the State is PA. 

4. Arrange Your Labels and Replicate Your Labels 
a. This is the “key step” in the Mail Merge process. This is where you decide how 

to arrange the fields in your mailing list on the actual mailing labels that you are 
using for this project. 

b. The most common choice is to select the “Address Block.” When you select the 
“Address Block” a preview dialog box appears. 

c. Choose the style of address that you prefer (more or 
less formal). 

d. Check the box to Insert the Company Name (of recipient) on your 
label. 

e. Preview several of the records to ensure that all of the fields that you 
have in your list appear as you plan to have them print 
onto the labels. 

a. If a field is missing – e.g. Address1, then 
click to open the “Match Fields” dialog box. This is where you can 
“fix” the fields for your labels. 

b. Recall that at the beginning of this lesson, I shared my “Best Practice” 
of eliminating “spaces” in your Field Header Labels. 

c. Use the drop-down dialog boxes to match your fields (from your mailing list) to the 
fields that MS Word 2007 uses for the merge field. 

f. Remember to click the “Update All Labels” Button. This will place the “Address Block” set-up 
that you just edited on all of the remaining labels for the merge. 

 

5 Preview Your Labels 

 Finally! You now see the actual names and addresses on your labels in the preview screen. 

2. I encourage you to turn on the “Show / Hide” paragraph markings. This is a 
“toggle” and you can use the Keyboard Shortcut, Ctrl + Shift + * to “toggle” 
this on or off. 
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6. Finish and Merge 

This is the final step. You have several choices here: 

• Edit Individual Documents – which will save your labels in a new document 
(Labels1). 

• Print Documents – Merges your document (the labels) directly to your printer. 
• Send email messages – Merges your labels as email messages (presuming that you used this 

field for your labels). 

There, you have completed the Six Steps in the Mail Merge Process. Remember to start with the “right 
ingredients” – your Data List. Then follow the “recipe” – the Six Steps in the Wizard. 

Print Individual Labels and Envelopes 
Early in this lesson, I promised to show you how to print individual – or a small number of – Labels and 
Envelopes. In this example, I already have a letter open and selected. Go to the Tools Menu and select 
Letters and Mailings - Envelopes and Labels. Word opens a Dialog Box  and displays the “Address Block” 
from my letter! 

One interesting feature – you can choose to “Add the Envelope” to the 
document. This will allow you to print your letter and envelope at a later 
time when you have your company letterhead stationery set in your 
printer tray. You could also email this document to your office and save 
your associate several steps in the process! 
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Excel Tips for Working with Text 
Let’s return to Excel 2003 and I will demonstrate several tips for manipulating the text in your list of 
Names and Addresses: 

Tip 1 : Format ZipCode/Postal Code and Telephone Numbers as “Text.”  

Earlier in this lesson, I demonstrated how to use the Format Cells, Number, Special category to apply 
these formats. 

Tip 2: Use Excel’s Text-to-Columns Command to quickly “break apart” text 
strings. For example, to separate First and Last Names from a single “Full 
Name” text string. 

In this example, I am choosing “space” as the “delimiter” to separate First 
and Last Names. To break apart the City/State/ZipCode block, I run Text to 
Columns twice. First, using the “Comma delimiter” to separate the City 
portion. Next, using the “Space delimiter” to separate the State and the Zip Code. 

Tip 3: Use Excel’s Text Functions to format the “correct case” for your text: 

Excel Text Function Action 
UPPER() Converts text to “ALL CAPS” 
Lower() Converts text to “all lower case” 
Proper() Converts text to “Capitalize the Initial Letter Of Each Word” 
Trim() Removes extra spaces in a text string – leaves a single space between words 

Note: Use Copy, Paste Special, Values to convert Formulas into constant values! 

This concludes the lesson. I am pleased to offer this to you “free of charge.” If you have the time, I invite 
you to send me your feedback about this video lesson, the workbooks and documents and my teaching. 

Thank you for subscribing to and downloading my “Master MS Office in Minutes – Not Months!” 
content! 
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Contact Information 
 

I invite your feedback. I am interested in hearing your 
thoughts on this lesson and on this series of “Master Excel in 
Minutes” lessons. If you have an idea for a series of lessons or 
even a single question, send me an email” 
danny@thecompanyrocks.com 

Please visit my website: www.thecompanyrocks.com to view 
the many video lessons and resources that I offer. 

The 50 Best Tips for Word 2007 DVD-ROM 
You can quickly learn the best Word tips: 

• The average length of most of the lessons is @ 6 minutes. 
• Each video lesson is focused on a single tip. 
• I use “real world” business scenarios to teach the tip. 
• Each lesson is self-contained. You can start at any point. 
• The Excel workbooks that I use on the video are included so 

that you can practice the tips that I demonstrate. 

You can learn more about my DVD-ROM at my online bookstore: 

http://store.thecompanyrocks.com 

You can open a secure shopping cart. I ship to all countries from my headquarters in Los Angeles, CA. I 
guarantee your satisfaction. If you are not 100% satisfied with my products, I will refund your purchase 
with no questions asked! 

Thank you! 

Danny Rocks 

The Company Rocks 

mailto:danny@thecompanyrocks.com�
http://www.thecompanyrocks.com/�
http://store.thecompanyrocks.com/�
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